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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a fast computational method is proposed
to approximate the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT)
in signal-subspace-based speech enhancement algorithm.
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is shown to be a
good approximation of KLT for the covariance matrix of
the autoregressive process of order p (AR(p)). A fast algorithm which reduces the computation of eigenvalues
of
an N  N2 symmetric Toeplitz matrix from O(N 3 ) in KLT
to O(N ) is developed. Experiment results demonstrate
that the performance of the fast algorithm is very close
to that of the KLT-based method in robust speech recognition in car environment while signi cantly reduces the
computation time. An acoustic normalization scheme is
also found to be usful to compensate the mismatch between the training and test conditions and thus further
improves the recognition performance.
Keywords: Karhunen-Loeve transform, discrete cosine
transform, autoregressive process, signal subspace, cepstral mean normalization

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) has attracted
attention for its applications in speech enhancement and
robust automatic speech recognition. A signal subspace method was proposed by Ephraim et al for speech
enhancement under additive white noise condition [1].
Huang and Zhao further improved the signal subspace
method by introducing an energy constraint to better enhance the low-energy, noise-like segments in speech signal,
and by introducing a prewhitening procedure to deal with
colored noise corruption [2]. In both methods , KarhunenLoeve transform is needed for the eigen decomposition
of the short-time covariance matrices of the speech signal. For an analysis frame length of N , the cost of computing
the eigenvalues of the signal correlation matrix is
O(N 3 ), which is too high for real-time implementation
of the signal subspace based methods. In this paper, we
introduce a fast algorithm to approximate the KarhunenLoeve transform of an AR(p) process, and show its applicability in speech enhancement. We prove that discrete
cosine transform (DCT) is a good approximation to KLT
for the covariance matrix of an AR(p) process. We
derive a fast algorithm of computational cost O(N 2 ) for
computing eigenvalues based on DCT. Furthermore, an
acoustic normalization method is used to compensate the
mismatched training and test conditions [3]. Experiment
results demonstrate that this fast algorithm achieved results very close to that of KLT for noisy speech recognition in car environment. The acoustic normalization
method can further improve the recognition performance
under various driving conditions. This paper is organized
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as follows. In Section 2, the noncausal minimum variance
representation (MVR) of an AR(p) process is derived and
a fast algorithm to approximate KLT is obtained. In Section 3, the system diagram of the fast DCT-based energyconstrained signal-subspace (ECSS) speech enhancement
algorithm is described. In Section 4, experiment results
are provided for connected-digit recognition in real car
environment. A conclusions is given in Section 5.

2. A FAST ALGORITHM TO
APPROXIMATE KL TRANSFORM
In this section, we rst prove that DCT is a good approximation to KLT for an AR(p) process. The basic
idea is to use the noncausal minimum variance representation (MVR) [4] to represent the AR(p) process. The inverse of the covariance matrix of the AR(p) process given
the boundary values is proven to be a banded symmetric
Toeplitz matrix whose rst p + 1 entries in the rst column are determined by the AR coecients and the rest
entries in the rst column are all zeros. It can be shown
that DCT is a good approximation to KLT for this type
of matrix.
Furthermore, a fast algorithm which requires
only N 2 multiplications is derived to compute the eigenvalues of the symmetric Toeplitz covariance matrix using
the DCT approximation.
Consider an AR(p) process given by:
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We can decompose the matrix Q into a sum of p + 1
matrices:
p
X
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(k)Qk
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From Eq. (4), we get:
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Applying the noncausal MVR theorem in [4], we can get
the noncausal MVR of the AR(p) process as following:
p
X

(k)[u(n , k) + u(n + k)] + v(n)

(6)

rv (n) = ,v2 (n); n = 0; 1; 2;   
p,k
X
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n=0
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where C 2 = pn=0 ja(n)j2 ; a(0) = ,1; v2 = C2 .
Now consider an N  1 vector ~u consisting of samples of
an AR(p) process fu(n); 1  n  N g and an N  1 vector
~v consisting of samples of the noncausal prediction error
fv(n); 1  n  N g. Here we assume N > 2p, where p is
the order of the AR process. We can write the noncausal
MVR in Eq. (6) into the matrix form:
Q~u = ~v + ~b
(9)
where:
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(k)u(N + k)
where (k); 1  k  p are given in Eq. (8).
It can be seen from Eq. (10) that Q is a banded symmetric Toeplitz matrix ; its entries are all zero except
within the band ji , j j <= p. We will prove in the following that DCT is a good approximation to KLT for this
type of matrix and thus is a good approximation to KLT
for the covariance matrix of an AR(p) process given the
boundary values.

Lemma 1

DCT is a good approximation to KLT for the symmetric
Toeplitz matrix Q given in Eq. (10).
Proof:
De ne Qk to be a symmetric Toeplitz matrix with its
only nonzero elements located on the upper and lower kth
subdiagonals,
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Now consider matrix Q1 . De ne vectors ~hj ; 1  j  N
as following:
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The equality of the Eq. (14) is hold except for the rst
and last elements. This means that ~hj ; 1  j  N are
approximate eigenvectors of Q1 , with the approximate
eigenvalues of 2cos( (j,N1) ). In the same way, we can
prove that ~hj ; 1  j  N are approximate eigenvectors
of Q2 ;    ; Qp .
De ne the matrix


p
p
(15)
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Then C T is approximatelyT the eigenvector
matrix of
Q1 ; Q2 ;    ; Qp. De ne Qj C  C T j ; 1  j  p, where
j denotes the eigenvalue matrix of Qj . As such,
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Pp
j =1 ( )j is the eigenvalue matrix of
T is also approximately the eigenvector

where  = I ,
j
Q. Therefore C
matrix of Q. Furthermore, from the de nition of DCT
[5], we can see that C is the DCT matrix. This proves
that DCT is approximately the KLT for the matrix Q
de ned in Eq. (10).
Consider the noncausal MVR of the AR(p) process in
Eq. (9), the covariance
matrix of the noncausal
prediction


error vector ~v = v1 v2    vN T is obtained from
Eq. (7) as Rv = E [,~v1~vT ] = v2 Q. Multiplying both sides
of the Eq. (9) by Q , we get:
~u = ~u0 + ~ub
(17)
,
1
,
1~
where ~u0 = Q ~v; ~ub = Q b.
Note that ~ub is orthogonal to ~u0 due to the orthogonality condition between ~b and ~v, and ~ub is therefore completely determined by the boundary variables
u(1 , p); u(2 , p);    ; u(0); u(N + 1);    ; u(N + p), which
are assumed known. This means that Eq. (17) is an orthogonal decomposition of ~u. The covariance matrix of
~u0 is given by:
R0 = E [~u0 ~uT0 ] = Q,1 v2 QQ,1 = v2 Q,1 (18)

Since ~u0 and ~ub are orthogonal and E [~u0 ] = 0, the
conditional mean of ~u given the boundary variables u(1 ,
p); u(2 , p);    ; u(0); u(N + 1);    ; u(N + p) is simply ~ub .
Therefore,
R = cov[~uju(1 , p);    ; u(0); u(N + 1);    ; u(N + p)]
= E [(~u , ~ub )(~u , ~ub )T ] = E [~u0 ~uT0 ] = v2 Q,1
(19)
This means that the covariance matrix of ~u is the same
as that of ~u0 given the boundary values. Because v2 is
a ,scalar,
the eigenvectors of R0 are the same as those of
Q 1 , and hence the same as the eigenvectors of Q. According to Lemma 1, the eigenvectors of the banded symmetric Toeplitz matrix Q can be approximated by the
DCT matrix, which means that the KLT of the covariance matrix of the AR(p) process can be approximated
by DCT. As such, the eigenvalue matrix can be approximately computed by:
^ = diag(^ 1; ^2 ;    ; ^ N ) = CRC T
(20)
where diag(^ 1; ^ 2 ;    ; ^ N ) denotes a diagonal matrix
whose diagonal elements are ^ 1 ;    ; ^N , respectively.
In practice, the covariance matrix R is estimated from
data samples and is constructed as a symmetric Toeplitz
matrix:
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R = 64 r:::
:::
:::
:::
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In calculating the approximate eigenvalue matrix ^ using
DCT, the computation cost to perform DCT for a column
of R is O(N 2log2 (N )) [4], and thus the total computation
cost is O(N  log2 (N )). In the next theorem, we derive a
faster algorithm to compute the approximate eigenvalues
of the2 symmetric Toeplitz matrix R in Eq. (21) using
O(N ) computations.
Theorem 1
Consider the eigenvalue matrix ^ in Eq. (20) and the
covariance matrix R in Eq. (21). De ne:
~^ =  ^ 1 ^2    ^N T
(22)
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and ci;j are the elements of the DCT matrix de ned in
Eq. (15).
Proof: From Eq. (20), we can get:
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where bi;j ; 1  i; j  N is given by Eq. (25).
Writing out Eq. (27) for 1  i  N , we get ~^ = B~r.
This proves Theorem 1.
Since the DCT matrix C is xed for a given analysis
length N , the matrix B in Eq. (25) is also xed. The
B matrix can be precomputed and stored, and therefore
the cost for 2computing the N eigenvalues of matrix R
is only O(N ) by using Eq. (24). This fast computation method is referred to as FDCT, which stands for fast
eigenvalue computation based on DCT. The computation
cost of FDCT method compares2 favorably with those of
the direct DCT
method (O(N log2 (N ))) and the KLT
method (O(N 3 )).

3. FAST DCT-BASED ECSS SPEECH
ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM
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Figure 1. System diagram
Fig. 1 shows the system diagram of the fast DCTbased energy-constrained signal subspace (ECSS) speech
enhancement system for speech recognition in car. The
car noise was extracted during the silence period of the
speech and was modeled by an AR process. A modi ed
covariance method was used to estimate the AR parameters of the car noise and a prewhitening lter was constructed based on the estimated AR parameters. The vector space of the noisy speech signal was decomposed into
a signal-plus-noise subspace and a noise subspace. The
clean speech signal was estimated using a minimum mean
square error (MMSE) estimator from the signal-plus-noise
subspace. In order to better estimate the noise-like speech
segments, an energy constraint was introduced to match
the short-time energy of the enhanced speech signal to the
unbiased estimate of the short-time energy of the clean
speech. Details of the KLT-based ECSS algorithm was
described in [2].

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this experiment, the e ectiveness of the fast DCT algorithm for robust speech recognition in real car environment is investigated. The training data consisted of 4235
digit strings spoken by 55 speakers from the TIDIGITS
database. The test data set was the noisy speech collected
in car, including 4935 digit strings spoken by 25 speakers

under three driving conditions (idle, 30 miles/hour and 55
miles/hour). The speech recognizer was based on hidden
Markov models (HMM) of digit units. Each HMM was
modeled by eight states and each state was modeled by a
Gaussian mixture density of size nine. The analysis feature vector included 12 MFCCs, 1 normalized log energy,
12 delta MFCCs and 1 delta log energy (total dimension
was 26).
In this experiment, both the original KLT-based ECSS
algorithm (ECSS-KLT) and the fast DCT-based ECSS
algorithm (ECSS-FDCT) were investigated for enhancement of car noisy speech. The recognition performance on
test data was evaluated under both cases of known stringlength (KL) and unknown string-length (UL). Table 1
shows the baseline word recognition accuracy (WRA).
The WRAs of the digit strings enhanced by the ECSSKLT and ECSS-FDCT algorithms are listed in Table 2.
It can be seen from these tables that the ECSS-KLT and
ECSS-FDCT methods can signi cantly improve the WRA
under various driving conditions and the recognition results using ECSS-FDCT method are very close to those
using ECSS-KLT method. The WRA under the driving conditions of idle and 30 miles/hour using fast DCT
are even slightly higher, though not signi cant, than the
WRA using KLT.
Table 1. WRA of the baseline
Driving Condition
Unknown Length
Known Length

Idle
67.81%
74.28%

30 mph
43.98%
49.91%

55 mph
35.32%
41.46%

Table 2. WRA of ECSS-KLT and ECSS-FDCT methods
Driving Condition

30 mph

55 mph

ECSS-KLT method
Unknown Length
89.60%
73.39%
Known Length
92.63%
78.02%

Idle

65.96%
70.54%

ECSS-FDCT method
Unknown Length
89.89%
75.05%
Known Length
92.78%
79.86%

65.11%
70.47%

In our experiment, an acoustic normalization method is
also used to compensate the speakers' di erence and the
mismatch between the training and the test data [3]. The
linear distortion part of the mismatch is modeled by a
linear transformation in the linear spectral domain which
result in a bias term in the logarithmic spectral domain.
The acoustic normalization is given by:

x~(i;tq) = x(i;tq) , h(q)

(28)

where x(i;tq) and x~(i;tq) denote the cepstra of the phone unit
i, at time t, from the speaker
q before and after the normalization, respectively. h(q) is called the cepstral bias
and is estimated by:
q

T
K
X
X
h = T 1(q) x(tq) , NNi i = x(q) , 
t=1
i=1
( )

(q )

(29)

where T (q) denotes the number of the frames of the
utterance by speaker
q, Ni is the sample size of the ith phone
PK
unit, N = i=1 Ni , x(q) denotes the mean cepstra of the
utterance by speaker q and  denotes the mean cepstra of
the entire training set.

Table 3. WRA of ECSS-KLT and ECSS-FDCT methods
combined with cepstral mean normalization
Driving Condition

30 mph

55 mph

ECSS-KLT method
Unknown Length
90.92%
75.01%
Known Length
93.58%
79.09%

Idle

70.35%
74.58%

ECSS-FDCT method
Unknown Length
90.17%
74.98%
Known Length
93.19%
79.95%

68.59%
73.15%

Table 3 lists the WRAs of the ECSS-KLT and ECSSFDCT methods combined with the acoustic normalization. We can see from this table that the cepstral mean
normalization consistently improved the recognition performance under various driving conditions. The WRA
improvements in the ECSS-KLT case is slightly better
than the ECSS-FDCT case.

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, a fast algorithm is proposed to approximate
KLT which entails heavy computations in signal-subspace
based speech enhancement algorithms. It is proven that
the DCT is a good approximation to KLT for the covariance matrix of an AR(p) process. For computing the
approximate eigenvalues of a symmetric Toeplitz matrix,
a fast algorithm is further
derived to reduce the computation cost from O(N 3 ) in KLT to O(N 2 ). This fast eigendecomposition algorithm is incorporated into the ECSS
speech enhancement algorithm [2] for robust speech recognition in car. Experiment results show that the speech
recognition performance of the fast DCT-based ECSS algorithm was very close to that of the KLT-based ECSS
algorithm while the fast DCT-based ECSS algorithm signi cantly reduced processing time.
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